What about Pop

A perfume of complicity is in the air

What perfume do moments of care-free sharing have? Parties, company,
tenderness? THoO explores the intimate and reassuring world of togetherness,
where time seems to stand still, gestures are mutual exchanges of dedications and
the ambience is enveloping and warm. A winter break, a reserved get-away with
special people, to breathe in silence and savour the other. ThoO, our idea of
artistic perfumery, starts with the notes in our memories and breaks through to
contaminate them, by means of original visions and new ingredients, formulating
chords which treat us to emotions and surprises.
A path laden with allure which leads us through enchanted places. A refuge, where
we can sink into soft seats as we are tempted and attracted by the perfume of
desserts and savoury notes. Illuminated by decorated interiors, warmed by a stove
and our spirits lifted by music, in a moment of peace and complicity, as we
embrace, hot beverage in hand.
What about Pop, the new olfactory creation by THoO of gourmand inspiration,
recounts the attractive and sensual dynamics of complicity, of experiencing
emotions, of dedicating ourselves to irreplaceable moments. A deliciously
tempting and soft fragrance which warms the soul, as we savour those essential
days filled with nothing other than the playful time of a break, stolen from the
frenzy of everyday life.

This is the time for closing your eyes, soaking in the "us" of the moment and
opening ourselves to positive sensations which recharge us. What about Pop
envelops us in an embrace and delights us, let the festivities begin...
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HEAD: Salty popcorn, Hawthorn,
Caramel
BODY: Lunar flower, Milk cream,
ExaVanilla
BASE: Amber, Ebony, Vetyver,
Benzoin
OLFACTORY FAMILY:
Pop Gourmand
Noses: Cristian Calabrò
Eau de Parfum (75 ml)
RETAIL PRICE: € 190

The latest ThoO creation initially unveils a crunchy Salted Popcorn which is then
enveloped in delicious Caramel. The unique and rare Lunar Flower delicately
blossoms on velvety Milk Cream, which gathers and breaks onto the sensual
ExaVanilla. This is the magic of an encounter, rendered sublime by a woody
signature which bestows an unprecedented persistence upon the fragrance.
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